Abstract
Introduction
Many algorithms have been proposed to train Conditional Random Fields (CRF). Among them, the limitedmemory BFGS (L-BFGS) algorithm [12] has become virtually the standard algorithm for training CRF. Though L-BFGS can significantly reduce the number of iterations required, it still needs to scan the training set many times, which is impractical for some large scale applications. OnLine learning has the potential to obtain a parameter vector that achieves a likelihood as high as that achieved by off-line learning even before scanning the entire training set. Another advantage of on-line learning is that it has a much smaller memory footprint than its off-line learning counterparts. Vishwanathan et al. [17] proposed a stochastic meta-descent (SMD) method for CRF training, demonstrating that on-line learning is feasible for large-scale CRF training. However, experimental results show that though SMD can reduce the number of passes required to scan the training set, it requires careful tunings and may sometimes converge to a parameter vector that is worse than that which off-line algorithms can reach.
In this paper, we present the periodic step size adaptation (PSA) method derived by aggregating on-line update mappings. Though there are already many step size adaptation methods available, our method is different in that we adjust the learning rate periodically. Our adjustment is very simple but is based on accurate approximation of optimal adjustment. Periodic adjustment is proved to improve the accuracy of approximation. We applied our method to three large scale text mining tasks. Experimental results show that PSA outperforms the best off-line algorithm, L-BFGS, by many hundred times, and outperforms the best on-line algorithm, SMD, by an order of magnitude.
Conditional Random Fields
The CRF [9] is one of the most prevailing solutions to sequential data classification. In a CRF, sequences and their labels are transformed into features. The probability of a labeling result is a function of weighted sum of features. Training of CRFs is to assign proper weights for all features, trying to minimize the negative log-likelihood or penalized negative log-likelihood with the training data.
Let
} denote a set of T data sequences x k and the corresponding labels y k . A CRF defines l features to be transformed from a given instance (x, y):
T , where f i (x, y) is the number of times that feature i occurs in (x, y). A CRF is parameterized by the weights for all features: θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ l )
T . Then, the conditional probability of y given
, where Z θ (x) is a normalization term: Z θ (x) = y exp(θ T F (x, y)). Training of CRFs is to search for the weight vector that minimizes the negative log-likelihood function as the objective function, which, denoted by
Training CRF Off-line
The generalized iterative scaling (GIS) algorithm [2] , originally designed to train maximum entropy models, became well-known because of its use as the training algorithm for CRF [9] . Since GIS is extremely slow to converge, other approaches to CRF training that applies gradientbased numerical optimization algorithms have been proposed [10] . Among them, the limited memory variable metrics (L-BFGS) method has become the de facto standard now. L-BFGS is a second-order method that is derived from the second-order Taylor expansion:
where Cov(θ) is the covariance of the feature vectors under model distribution p θ (x, y). By applying Newton's method, we obtain an update rule as follows:
The Hessian matrix of the log-likelihood involves the covariance matrix, which is usually difficult to compute given even a small number of features. L-BFGS overcomes the problem by approximating the l × l Hessian matrix with a limited memory c × l variable metric, where c is a small constant, in the range of 3 to 10, while l can be millions. A huge saving is therefore achieved. Malouf [10] reported that L-BFGS significantly outperforms GIS and other gradientbased algorithms in terms of the rate of convergence.
Accelerating Generalized Iterative Scaling

Aitken's Acceleration
When applied to large training sets for CRF, GIS is extremely slow to converge. One approach to accelerating GIS is to consider GIS as a fixed-point iteration mapping and apply Aitken's acceleration. Suppose that we apply the fixed-point iteration method from θ (t) in the neighborhood of θ * and the iteration converges at θ * . Assuming that the mapping M is differentiable, we can apply a linear Taylor expansion of M around θ * so that
where J abbreviates M (θ * ), the Jacobian of the mapping M at θ * . Assuming that eig(J) ∈ (−1, 1), the multivariate Aitken's acceleration is given by [11] :
.
Triple Jump Extrapolation
One of the drawbacks of Aitken's acceleration is that it must evaluate the Jacobian, which involves the covariance matrix that may not have a closed form and can be intractable even for a very simple model with a low dimensional parameter space. Other drawbacks include that it may not always converge and that it may be numerically unstable [4] . One may approximate the Jacobian to overcome these drawbacks. For example, replace (I − J) −1 in Equation (3) with a dynamically adjusted scalar [13] .
Here we review another method where the adjustment can be guided as follows. Let ψ
, where λ i is the i-th eigenvalue of J. When Q −1 is not close to I, we can simplify Aitken's acceleration by replacing λ i with γ
at the t-th iteration:
Because to extrapolate to θ (t+1) , we need to apply M consecutively to obtain θ (t) and θ
M , Huang et al. [3] named this method as the Triple Jump Acceleration.
It is also possible to extrapolate with a different rate for each component or sub-vector of the parameter vector. Let p be the index of a component or sub-vector in θ. Then with
we can perform extrapolation for each component or subvector by θ
Training CRF On-Line
Stochastic Gradient Descent Methods
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) methods iteratively update the parameters of a model with gradients computed by small batches of b examples. Unlike gradient descent, in SGD, the global objective function L D (θ) is not accessible during the stochastic search. Instead, only a local objective function L (t) (θ) based on the batch of examples at iteration t is used. Let examples be drawn from D with equal weights. Then, the following relation exists between
is the expectation with respect to the distribution of examples in D, and |D| is the number of examples in D.
The above equation describes that the normalized objective function given D is the expectation of the normalized online objective function given a random batch. Let g (t) denote
. The parameter vector is updated with the following equation by SGD methods:
It has been proved that SGD with a proper fixed small learning rate η can converge to the neighborhood of θ * [8] , but the convergence rate will be extremely slow. SGD can converge faster with a relatively large learning rate, which will be annealed or discounted gradually to ensure convergence. For further acceleration, second-order methods are usually adopted in which estimation of Hessians is required.
Stochastic Meta Descent
Stochastic meta descent (SMD) [17] is currently the fastest SGD method for training CRF reported in the literature. In CRF, most of the elements of the parameter vector are mutually independent so that the Hessian is close to a diagonal matrix. Therefore, they approximate the Hessian by means of a vector storing the diagonal elements. SMD uses a vector of local learning rates in Equation (6) .
Other on-line algorithms that may potentially be applied to the training of CRF include the Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) [1] . On each on-line update, MIRA attempts to keep current and new parameter vectors as close as possible, subject to correctly classifying the given data with margins to incorrect classifications larger than some loss function. MIRA has been included in the latest release of CRF++ [6] .
Our Method
Optimal Step Size Adaptation
In stochastic gradient descent, approximated objective function is used to compute the gradient.
In off-line gradient descent, we apply this update rule:
, but in on-line situation, the update rule becomes
). We can consider that the on-line mapping M b is a random variable with its mean equal to the off-line mapping, where the entire set of data is used to evaluate the gradient. From Aitken's acceleration, to reach θ * , we need
. Therefore, we can update η i componentwise by
where γ (t) i can be estimated by Equation (5). However, due to stochastic nature of the mapping, it is unlikely that we can obtain an accurate eigenvalue estimation at each iteration. Moreover, since Aitken's acceleration does not guarantee convergence, when the extrapolation does not improve the log-likelihood, we can throw away that extrapolation and apply the original mapping to ensure convergence in offline applications, but in on-line situations, this is impossible. Therefore, we need to derive a new method to use the estimates of the eigenvalues in on-line situations.
Periodic Step Size Adaptation
We follow the SGD framework in Equation (6) to adjust the learning rates for on-line text mining with huge models. Our method uses a vector of local learning rates corresponding to each dimension of the parameter vector. The strategy is to discount learning rates based on the estimated eigenvalues of each dimension: higher/lower discounts for learning rates of fast/slow dimensions. This strategy is consistent with the optimal step size adaptation given in Equation (7).
In our method, we consider Equation (6) as an on-line
) is a diagonal matrix. Taking the derivative of M b (θ (t) ) with respect to θ, we can obtain J (t) , the Jacobian of M b at θ (t) , which is also a diagonal matrix:
. In on-line gradient descent methods, however, the estimation is usually inaccurate because only small batches of data are used to update parameter vectors. To reduce the deviation to the true eigenvalues, we aggregate consecutive mappings to average n estimations. We use four parameter vectors, θ (t) , θ (t+1) , θ (t+n) , and θ (t+n+1) , to estimate eigenvalues. In an offline situation, we apply Taylor expansion at θ * and derive the following relation :
. From the result, we can estimate the eigenvalues to the n-th power by γ
After running 2n iterations, we aggregate these estimates by computing their average, weighted by the ratio of componentwise one step difference and the entire search path along dimension i after n iterations, that is, θ
i . This is equivalent to averaging the numerators and denominators separately, resulting in efficient estimation of the average of γ n i , denoted byγ n i :
For computational stability, we introduce a constant κ as the upper bound of |γ
Instead of updating the learning rate at every iteration, we update the learning rates every 2n iterations based on a i 's:
where
In Equation (11) 
At last, we summarize our SGD method as follows:
, α, β, n; Compute M and m by Equation (12); repeat Compute θ (t+1) by Equation (6);
Compute a i for all i by Equation (8) and (9); Compute η (t+1) by Equation (10) and (11); else η (t+1) = η (t) ; end t = t + 1; until Convergence ;
Experiments
We evaluate our proposed method by comparing the performance with SMD. We ran experiments on three data sets: CoNLL-2000 chunking task [14] , BioNLP/NLPBA-2004 bio-entity recognition task [5] , and BioCreative II gene mention task [18] . We randomly reorder the training data as the input sequences many times to simulate the online scenario. The performance is measured by the average F-scores for the hold-out set during the training time. The F-score is defined as F = 2P R P +R , where P is the precision and R the recall.
We applied PSA, SMD, and L-BFGS training methods in our experiments. PSA was implemented by modifying CRF++ 1 by Vishwanathan et al. [17] , which was also implemented by revising CRF++. At last, we used CRF++ again for L-BFGS. Though L-BFGS is an off-line algorithm, we ran it to obtain the F-scores every time after processing the whole data set to examine the advantage of on-line methods and to estimate the final F-score that on-line methods are supposed to achieve after convergence.
Here are the parameters for SMD and our method:
• SMD: We used the typical setting described in Vishwanathan et al. [17] for SMD, that is, µ = 0.1, λ = 1.0, and η (0) = 0.1. The batch size is fixed to 8 for all data sets.
• PSA: We used (α, β) = (0.9999, 0.99), n = 10, and η (0) = 0.1. The batch size is 1 for all data sets.
CoNLL-2000 Chunking Task
Our first experiment used the data set of the CoNLL-2000 chunking task [14] . The task was to construct a shallow parser for base NP chunking, which labels each word as one of B (beginning of chunk), I (in a chunk), and O (outside a chunk). The training data set contains 8,936 labeled sentences and the test data set contains 2,012 sentences.
We used a CRF model with about 1,000,000 features, which covers the features used by Sha and Pereira [16] . They achieved an F-score of 94.19% with their own extended features. Figure 1 shows the learning curves of our method, SMD, and L-BFGS for the CoNLL-2000 data set. The learning curves are defined as the function of the progress of F-scores given the number of processed examples, measured by the number of passes through the entire training data sets. We plotted the learning curves in the first 50 passes because both on-line methods converged earlier. The F-score of L-BFGS can converge to 94% in about 200 passes, while it arrived at 93.5% in 50 passes. Our method reached an F-score of 93.6% very quickly in about 1.12 passes, and stayed above 93.6% steadily. After 8 passes, the F-score of our method exceeded 94% and finally converged at 94.05%. SMD, reported as the fastest on-line method for CRF, arrived at 93.6% asymptotically in about 7.7 passes in our experiment. SMD once reached 93.8% but finally stayed around 93.6%. The result of SMD is similar to that described in Vishwanathan et al. [17] .
From the experiment, we found that our method is about 6.87 times as fast as SMD in terms of passes in achieving the F-score that SMD converged at and our method ended up with a better model than SMD did. The final F-score of our method is almost the same as that of L-BFGS.
BioNLP/NLPBA-2004 Bio-Entity Recognition Task
Our second experiment used the data set of BioNLP/NLPBA-2004 bio-entity recognition task [5] . The goal of the task is to identify technical terms in the domain of molecular biology and classify them into five categories corresponding to concepts of interest to biologists [5] .
We used a CRF model with about 6,000,000 features, most of which follow the features used by Settles [15] . The overall F-score of the system of Settles is 69.8%. Figure 2 shows the learning curves of our method, SMD, and L-BFGS on the BioNLP/NLPBA-2004 data set. L-BFGS arrived at an F-score of 67% in 40 passes, 70% in 70 passes, and stayed above 70% until convergence. Our method reached an F-score of 67% very quickly in about 0.54 passes, then reached and kept above 70% after processing 1.01 passes. After 1.68 passes, the F-score of our method exceeded 71% and finally converged at 71.4%. SMD arrived at 67% in about 13 passes in our experiment. Then, the F-score of SMD oscillated between 66% and 68% until 50 passes. In Vishwanathan et al. [17] , they used different feature sets and achieved a remarkable F-score of more than 85%. However, SMD, with a slightly different setting (µ = 0.02 and b = 6), still took about 10 passes to converge.
In this experiment, our method is about 24 times as fast as SMD in terms of passes in achieving the F-score that SMD converged at, and again our method ended up with a better model than SMD did . The quality of our learned model is the same as that of L-BFGS in terms of the F-score.
BioCreative II Gene Mention Task
Our third experiment used the data set of BioCreative II gene mention task [18] . The goal of the task is to extract all the genes and gene products mentioned in given MED-LINE sentences. In the competition, 15,000 sentences were released as the training data set and 5,000 were left as the test data set for final evaluation.
We employed a CRF model with about 7,300,000 features to label B, I, and O for gene mention extraction. We used most of the features of Kuo et al. [7] , who achieved an F-score of 86.83% in the competition by training with L-BFGS, the best result achieved by CRF in that competition. Figure 3 shows the learning curves of our method, SMD, and L-BFGS for the BioCreative II data set. L-BFGS reached an F-score at 84% in 110 passes, 85% in 156 passes, and stayed above 86% after 200 passes. Our method jumped beyond an F-score of 85% in about 1.66 passes, then reached and kept above 86% after processing 3 passes. After processing the data set for 4 passes, the F-score of our method exceeded 86% and finally converged at 86.46%. SMD arrived at 84% in about 16.67 passes in our experi-ment. Then, SMD kept the F-score between 84% and 85% until 50 passes.
Our method is about an order of magnitude faster than SMD in terms of passes in achieving the highest F-score of SMD, and finally our method produced a better model than SMD did . The models trained by PSA and L-BFGS achieved competing F-scores.
Conclusion
We have proposed PSA, a new step size adaptation method for stochastic gradient descent for on-line largescale text mining with huge CRF models. We compared the asymptotic behavior of our method with that of SMD, which is currently reported as the fastest method for training CRF on-line. Our method adopts an efficient way to estimate the Jacobian of mappings, and adjust learning rates according to the estimated Jacobian. The adjustment is more efficient than that of SMD. Moreover, our experiments show that training by PSA is 6.87 to 24 times faster than that of SMD in terms of the passes through the training data set, and at the same time, achieves competing F-scores with L-BFGS in all the experiments.
We plan to conduct more large scale experiments on a wide variety of application domains to further evaluate the performance of our method and compare with MIRA and other CRF training algorithms. We also plan to extend our method to other learning problems, such as the kernel based methods, to on-line learning.
